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Martyn Smith 
 
With Baringa since 2021 
 
Works across:   
Programme management and delivery for government sector, healthcare and financial services, managing 
Bulgaria business unit 
 
Partner, Bulgaria business unit lead 
 
With 30 years of experience as a consultant, Martyn’s worked across a huge range of projects in the industry 
covering everything from logistics to utilities, financial services, healthcare, IT and telecommunications. He 
spent two years in Helsinki implementing a global logistics solution for Nokia, ran procurement and 
implementation for London’s congestion charging programme and delivered healthcare projects in the UK and 
Middle East, he’s also worked in Insurance and Capital Markets. In 2003 he joined the Board of i3it Ltd, driving 
the rapid growth of the business, resulting in its acquisition by BT PLC. In 2006, with two friends, he spotted an 
opportunity to create a business in a talent rich environment, Brightive, in Bulgaria, supporting UK 
consultancies. Martyn and his partners grew Brightive over the next 7 years, working, and then merging with 
Baringa in 2021. 
 
Martyn now divides his time across two areas – programme delivery for large public sector and financial 
services clients and managing our Bulgarian business unit. This could mean project management for the NHS 
Covid Pass or expanding the capabilities of the team in Bulgaria. Since launching the business, Martyn and his 
partners have built a team in Bulgaria with world-class project service skills. In the UK he works with our 
industry partners to see how the Bulgarian team can support client projects across the world.  
 
Setting up and growing the Bulgarian business has been a new adventure in Martyn’s career. Every time he 
visits, he’s lifted by the energy and dynamism of the team there. Since merging with Baringa in 2021, Martyn’s 
team, now numbering over 100 people, has provided crucial support for our financial services clients. In recent 
projects for the NHS, Martyn has helped launch initiatives that improve the lives of 1.6 million residents in 
north London. Whether it’s launching a preventative healthcare platform to help spot the signs of serious 
disease earlier, or reducing the number of duplicate tests performed, Martyn is proud of the impact his work 
has on people’s lives.  
 
For many years, Martyn spent time coaching and refereeing rugby for his son’s local team. These days, and 
after a long break, he’s planning to pick up golf again, with an eye on getting his handicap down over rounds 
with his son and daughter when they’re on holiday from university.  
 


